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Senate elections in Ap ri I·
By MANY ANN BllES(:Ht:H
Managing Editor _

In a unanimous vote, Student
adopted a compromise
proposal to amend its Constitution
and provide for elections which will
enable, the President and VicePresident to take office on ApriiiO.
The first Constitutional Amendment proposed that Senate elections
be held so that new members would
take office on December I and April
1-. Those supporting the amendment
argued that the period from May I to
May 15 is not a sufficient amount of
time for newly ·elected Student
Government officials to become
proficient at the job. Furthermore, it
. was argued, an earlier date of office
· would provide a more efficient transition in these offices.
Those opposed to the amendment
..stated t~at ~.he present system per.. ~·mits .a .II.'Jiig~per'iod-for-offlcers-elect.
to familiarize themselves with duties, ,
without having any real responsbili- ·
.. ty. "Mistakes" made in this period
would only be part of the learning
process rather· than having any real
· authority behind.them.
~enate

A friendly amendment was
suggested to change the dates to
April 15 and December 15, but was
refused. The vote on the Con
stitutional Amendment was 9-4-1,
and failed because of an insufficient
majority,
After a two-thirds vote suspended
the rules, the proposal was resubmitted with the date changed to
April 10 and an amendment
providing for review at a Senate
meeting in March, 1977. This second
compromise proposal received unanimous approval.
In other business, Jim Staub was
approved to fill Bob Hinkley's seat.
Hinkley lost his seat in Senate after
three unexcused absences from
Senate. Similarly, Vice-President
Beth Younger announced Senator
Skip Wright's expulsion from
Senate after three a-bsen-ces .

group/department. Junior Maureen
Dopf spoke about her experience in
social affairs on campus and her
previous involvement in Student
Government. In secret balloting,
both were approved hy Senate.

News editorship

Applications for' the position of
Editor-in-Chief of the Xavier New.1·
will be accepted until 5 p.m., March
25. Those who wish to become candidates for this position should
-secure a copy of the "Guidelines for
the Preparation of an Editorial
Policy for the X. U. News" at the Information Desk in the University
Center. These Guidelines will assist
the applicants in preparing an
editorial policy which must be submitted with a letter or" application .
The letter of application should
President Paul Peterhans an- .. speCify the candidate's qualifications
nounced two of his nominations to · for the editorship. The application
materials (ten copies) should be
the Campus Activities Board. Pat
Dahlstrom, a sophomore commuter, returned to the Information Desk,
advocated continuous management addressed 'o the Programs and
Publications Committee.
and informal quotas for each CAB

S_enior Resident program
Staff Phoio bW STEVE -KUNATH
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... Plunkett "pulls down" MVP

Petitions, rules, available
for ·April_student elections

to be expanded, redefined
Once again the time has come to
begin the selection of next year's
residence hall staff. But there will be
a change in the organization of the
program. Basically, the new system
will involve an extension of the
Senior Resident program to all four
dorms. They will be accompani_ed by
graduate assistants who will be involved mainly with the disciplinary
function. There will no longer be any
Resident Assistants. and SRs will be
placed on upperclass wings as well as
on frosh wings.
The first meeting for the selection
process will be held Tuesday, March
23 at 5:00p.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room off of the main cafeteria. All
Freshmen, Sophomores, and
Juniors are invited to attend. For
those of you who are thinking about
attendi this meeti
be asking

yourselves what the difference is
between an RA and a SR.
The idea behind the SR program is
to have one person on each wing who
will serve as a companion resource
person for all the members of the
wing, as well as one who is willing to
work with the wing to make it a
better place to live. This person
works to bring· people together,
spending time. to get to know them,
helping plan activities, and getting
involved in campus activities.
This may seem to some to be the
same thing as an RA but with a
different name. But there are marked
changes between the two types of
staffers. AS R will not be responsible
for the disciplinary function as were
the RAs. They will be mote responsible for the interaction with the wing
members and theirs will be the job of

seeing that each person's needs ar~
tended to.
.
•
Some students may say that a hall
position is a "cake" job that pays
well. That's a joke, and if you think it
isn't, just ask any one of this year's
senior residents. They will probably
say that they learned from it and enjoyed it; but easy ... Never! As a
matter of fact Steve Hayes,
Brockman Hall Director, has
volunteered to give anyone who is interested in the jo~ for the money a
list of at least ten other.jobs that are
easier and pay more. If you don't
believe me just ask any one of the
senior residents (Joe Dinger, Buddy·
Reed, Anthony Fletcher, Jim Tobin.
Tom James, AI Bizub, Nancy Burke.
Lenore Wolodzko. or Mimi

By BETH YOUNGER
Commuter Council. President and
Newa ouaet Writer
up · to nine Commuter Council
This year Student Government members.
elections are Thursday and Friday,
There are chan-ges in the campaign
March 25 and 26. Polls will be open procedures that have been initiated
8:00-1:00 both days. The three poll- by Elections Chairman- Paul
ing areas are the outer Lobby of Un- · Shaffery. Now there are no limits to
iversity Center, main lobby in Alter, amount cif signs per candidate on the
and across from the Grill.
· mall within the designated boun- The positions open to all full"time daries. There ·arc no restrictions on
undergraduate students are Presi- actual campaigning at social events.
dent and Vice-President of Student ·Posters of announced candidates
Body: !! senate seats: Sophomore,Junior, and Senior class officers: can be hung as soon as fully-signed
President and Vice-President and petitions are approved by Chairman
Shaffery.
Class-representatives-at-large: -UnPetitions and Campaign' Rules
iversity Senators: dorm-business will be available Friday.March 12th
and dorm Arts and Sciences,
·
h
commuter-business and commuters at the organazational gat ering of Arts and Sciences representatives:
Petitions to p1ge 12
St•lf Photo by STEVE KUNATH

Commentary
By Larry Sheehe

compiled by Joyce Schreiber

WAXWORKS will present a candle making demonstration by
Karen Webb from 10:00 a.m. to 5:30p.m. during the week of March
15-19. These candles are dipped 30-40 times in hot wax an.d then carved
by hand. The beauty of these candles defies description and must be
seen to be appreciated. Candlt:s will also be sold. This event sponsored
by Student Development will be held in the lobby of the University
Center.

•••

An Inter-college retreat involving Xavier. Miami, and U.C. students
will be held March 19, 20, and 21 at the Jesuit Renewal Center in
Milford. Ohio. The cost is $26.00 with the exception of X. U. students
who pay only $23.00. The theme for the retreat will be "Faith and
Relationships." Interested students should contact f1aul Friedrichs at
the Renewal Center at 831-6010.

•••

Virginia Vaske-Pukari will again be at Xavier's campus to sell
American Indian jewelry, with proceeds going to "Futures," an ·
organization aiding the America':! Indian orphans. on March II,.Thursday, from 10:00 a.m. until2:00 p.m. Ms. Vaske-Pukari will then
talk about the American Indian orphan with a film strip presentation
at 2:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room of the University Center. This is a
good opportunity to buy authentic Zuni, Hopi, and Navajo jewelry at
lower prices than other Cincinnati dealers, with the added benefit of
helping an orphan's future.
·

•••

Lawrence Leder. chairman and professor of history at Lehigh University, will deliver a free public lecture as part of the American Issues
Forum, sponsored by Xavier University. Leder's topic is, "America
In the Wofld." The date: Monday, March 22. at 8: I 5 p.m: at the Cincinnati Historir.al Society (co-sponsor of the series). The lecturer
welcomes participation from the audience. Leder has authored many
books on American history and has taught at Brandeis and New York
University. The Xavier American Issues Forum series is made possible
by a grant from the Ohio Program in the Humanities.

•••

All you commuters, in case you didn't hear. your dormi friends ate
steak last Saturday night. Yes, dorm students, just in case you couldn't
identify that unfamiliar taste. that was steak.

•••

Television, often refered to as a "vast wasteland" is a a vast
battleground on Saturday mornings, according to data from the
Media Action Research Center. The Center reported recently that
Bugs. Bunny and the Pink Panther are the leading Saturday morning
heav1es. ~hose shows average at least one violent act every minute, the
report sa1d. The average for Saturday morning shows was one violent
act every three and a half minutes.

•••

College newspapers are the most widely-read medium of college
students, according to a survey of 500 students on 22 campuses across
the country. The survey was conducted by a Chicago-based advertising
firm last .spring. The survey found that 87% of the students polled had
read the1r college newspaper within the last week. Plavbov was the
favorite monthly magazine, followed by Reader's Dfgesi and the
National Lampoon. The survey also delved into the drinking habits of
colleg~ students and found that drinking is still a very popular preoc~upatwn of students. Of the students polled, 48% had purchased beer
m the last month. 29% wine and 25% some type of hard liquor. More
than half said they had purchased some type of alcoholic beverage in a
.bar or restaurant within the same month.
INTERCHANGE. a nonprofit
Foundation located in Amsterdam,
Holland. has opened its doors to
students and teachers from North
America who want to see Europe on
a low budget.
Back-packing itineraries, 50% off
on train tickets, free travel on river
barges through Europe. how to bicycle independently; through Europe,
where the campers are, living with
European families in cities and on
farms. and a new Traveling Companion Service, are onlv a few of the
Foundation's independent activities.
Another interesting innovation is
a destination and identity board for
hitchhikers. The I.D. board helps
keep the traveler moving while other
thumbers are left standing because a
destination card is shown to traffic.
Students and teachers interested
in further information may obtain
the Foundation's Subscription
Form, their Newsletter and a
detailed information sheet bv sending their name. address. the. name
of their school. and one dollar or
the equivalent in stamps to cover
postage and handling to INTERCHANGE. Bo.x 5579, Amslerdam, Holland.

The Xavier N - is the official student
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, pictures. and format are the responsibility of the

Work

and
Play
•
1n
Europe

ed1tors and do not represent the views ol tne ad·
rnu11stration. faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless sp&eifically stated.
The Newa is publishedwee~lyduring the school
year except during vacation and examination
per~ods by Xavier University, Cincinnati. Ohio
45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. TheNewa
"as entered as s&eond class matter October 4,
1946. at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3. 1879.
Letters submitted to lhe Ntwt for publication
must carry signature and address of writer.

T·o the. Irish in all of. you
I'd be failing in my duties if I
neglected to remind everyone that
next Wednesday is the illite of the annual "weariit' of. the green,'' St.
Patrick's Day.
March 17 is ·day I've always
looked forward to, and I suppose it
means a little more to me than it
might to a lot of you.
- For starters, I was educated afSt.
Patrick's (Cleveland) Grade School
and enjoyed a free day on March 17
every year. As you might imagine,
my neighborhood was predominantly Irish. Until l was in the third
grade, I thought all kids came standa~d with freckles.
Given . the Gaelic nature of my
childhood environment, it is not at
all surprising that I so willingly embraced my Irish heritage. What does
surprise me is that such an environment should still exist anywhere
anymore. I represent the fifth
generation of my family to be born in
this country. I have never been to
Ireland, nor do I know of any
relations there. In fact, my closest tie
to the Emerald Isle is a knitted
woolen sweater purchased from an
Irish import store.
My background. is undoubtedly
typical of many who celebrate St.
Patrick's Day with a fervor. Yet,
there are probably almost as many
.(or maybe even more) people who
celebrate the feast of St. Patrick and
have no Irish heritage whatsoever.
To quote an old Irish proverb,
"On St. Patrick's Day ,there are only
two kinds of people: the Irish, and
those who wish they were." Anyone;'
if he so desires, can be Irish ori
March 17. even St. Patrick.
Little can be said with certainty
about St. Patrick except that he was
not a native Irishman. There are also
some doubts regarding the validity
of the claims that he rid the island of
its snakes. Whatever it was that he
did, though, must have been
monumental. There isn't another
saint in the whole Catholic Church
to whom so many glasses have been
lifted in tribute.
So we're left with two mysteries.

a

First, how could Ireland's favorite
son be a foreigner? Secondly, why
would .so many third an~ fourth
generation . Irish Americans (and
their non Irish friends) bother to get
so excited over im Irish holiday? I
hate to answer a question with a
question.- but my only reply can be.
"Who cares?" . .
.
-· St. Patrick\ Day Is a good time,
and that's really all that matters .
The good time starts with the
parade, and in Cincinnati, the
parade takes place on Sunday,
March 14. The Ancient .Order of
Hibernians, in conjunction with
their Ladies' Auxiliary. are responsible for arranging the parade. This is
the tenth year for the Cincinnati
march, and Mr. Bill Henderson will
act as the Grand Marshall.
The parade itself, which includes
numerous floats and marching
bands. will form by the Stadium. At
. I :30 the march will begin up Central
to Fifth Street. The marchers will
then head east on Fifth to Main
Street. They will then march south
on Main and_disperse by theCG& E
Building. You should be able to view
the march at any point along the
way.

••

•

You might think that the staging
of the parade on Sunday presents a
problem of sorts. After all, St.
Patrick's Day isn't officially
celebrated until three days later. To
bridge this time gap, some enterprising . Cincinnati area watering
·: holes are offering post-parade parties.
One of the best of these parties can
be found at Mick Noll's Tap House
in Covington. Kentucky. (Take 1-75
south over the Brent Spence and get
off at the first Kentucky exit. Bear
left on the exit and proceed to Main
Street. Make a right at Main and
head south to 12th Street. Make a
right on 12th and look for the entrance on your right.)
At 3:00 p.m.. or . immediately
following . the conclusion of the
parade. Mick Noll's will open its

Now students who want to work
in Great Britain,. France. Germany
or Ireland don't have to worry about
all the red tape usually involved in
finding a job abroad. CIEE, the
largest non-profit student travel
organization in the U.S., will make
all the arrangements so that students
can work in any of these four countries.
Participants in CIEE's "Work in
Britain" program get official permission to find a job anywhere in the
British Isles for up to six months at
any time of the year.
The program in Germany is free
and includes a job placement bv the
ZA V (the German national employment service). For the program in
Ireland, the fee is $10;' in Great Britain, $25; in France. $25, or $85, if a
job is prearranged by the Paris office
ofCIEE.
All past participants ·agree: there's
no better way to get to know a country than to work and live there. With
CIEE's work program, that's easy to
do. Just write for details and application forms to ClEE. Dept. J, at.
either 777 United Nations Plaza,
New York. New York 10017 or 236
North Santa Cruz, #314. Los Gatos,
California 95030.

This spring, the Cam pus M inistr\'
at Xavier is sponsoring a Speake;s
Program, a series of three speakers
?n campus on selected Wednesdays
m March and April.
March 17:
James Heising, S.V.D .. will address the topic "Fairytales and the
Chri.stian Imagination." Fr. Heisig,
a pnest of the Society of the Divine
Word; rec~ived a masters degree in
theology at Notre Dame and was a
research fellow at Cambridge in
Engla~d. He did lldditional graduate
study m Europe towards a doctoral
dis.se.rtlltion on Jung's psychology of
reh~1on. Fr. Heisig is currently an
Ass.ls~ant Professor of Philosophy of
Rel.lglOn at the Catholic Theological
Umon and at Mundelein College
both in Chicago.
'
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doors. At 7:00 p.m .. the Davidsons.
an Irish folk group will take the stage
for the rest of the night. M ick Noll's
offers S c hoc n I in g. B u rg cr.
Hudepohl, Budweiser, and
Heineken on tap. They also offer
Guiness and Harp (two brands of
Irish beer) among a complete selection of bottle beer. Of course. green
beer will also be available, as might
:be a surprise batch of Irish stew.
On St. Patrick's Day, Mick Noll's
will repeat the entire offer again. The
doors will open at 3:00 and the
Davidson's at 7:00, etc.
For those who desire to spend
their St. Patrick's Day a little closer
to home, Dana's is a natural. No
directions need be given to this
M uskie favorite. "Danny Boy''
Delaney will open at 7:00 a.m., so
you can start early if you want. The
jukebox has been stocked with your
Irish favorites, and the traditional
signature of the "regulars" sheet will
be hung up again. Upstairs will be
limited to members, while the
downstairs will be business as usual
(except that the beer will be green). A
word of caution, though: don't ex~
peel to breathe, let alone get a seat
inside. If you think you've seen a
crowd. "you ain't seen nothin' yet."
When it comes to drawing a
crowd, though, not many can compete with McCarthy's Pub in Mt.
Adams. McCarthy's regulars will tell
you, "they block off the hill on St.
Patrick's Day with bodies." That's a
bit of blarney for you. Conditions
aren't quite that drastic, but they are
crowded.
Start your Mt. Adam's migration
early. McCarthy's Manager, Jim
"the Leprechaun" Deer is offering a ·
shot of Irish whiskey and a draft beef
(green, of course) for $1.00 between
I :00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. There will
also be a O.J. spinning Irish discs
during this time slot.
Don't be too surprised ifyoudon't
recognize the interior of the place,
though. All the tables and chairs are
removed for this annual blow-out,
and three different beer stations are
set up within the bar.
Corned . beef and cabbage,
potatoes and beer; St. Patties Day
will soon be here. Irish, or not; one
thing is clear: March 17 only comes
once a year.
To your health!
March 24:
John T. Pawlikowski, O.S.M.,
will speak on "Christianity and
Capitalism." Fr. Pawlikowski is the
acting president of the Catholic
Theological Union in Chicago and
an Associate Professor of Social
Ethics. The author of three books
(including Catechetics and Prejudice), Fr. Pawlikowski has been
very active in the areas of political
ethics and corporate responsibility.
April 7:
Francis Fiorenza will be on campus speaking on Liberation
Theology. A layman, Mr. Fiorenza
is a Professor of Theology at Notre
I?ame;. he is a nationally-known
f1gure m the area of Liberation and
Theology and has addressed many
. professional groups.
Lectures will be held at 10:30 a.m.
and I :30 p.m. in the Terrace Room.
In addition to the lectures. each
~uest speaker will participate in an
mformal dinner I discussion at the
Pied Piper. This event is open to
Xavier sludents and faculty, but the
numbers must be limited. Anyone
interested in meeting with a speaker
on an informal basis should call
Tracey Robson at 745-3398.
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with the idea of meetins a visible . vative update of a one-year figure Ir- O'Brien said he only receives figures
goal-the floor of the Phase llgym- vin Beumer, Vice President for and tries to meet them. At the tim~ of
Business ·and Finance, pve Fr. the pamphlet, $490,000 was needed
Certain statements and criticisms nasium.
O'Brien reaffirmed his statements O'Brien a year or two ago. ·
,
in the Tom Flynn editorial of
overall, and the floor was budgeted
As for Flynri's criticism of the at $45,000. Most of the money has
February 26, "Who's D.UX-ins the. in his letter reprding the values of a
truth?", have led to .an inquiry con- · Jesuit education. "The. aim of' a
DUX pamphlet, O'Brien dismissed now been collected or pledged;
cerning Dads United for Xavier Jesuit· education is to prepare the
the charges as "quibbling over however, he cautions, "In this kind
nothing." Flynn stated that Phase II of inflationuy· economy, .you can't
whole man," including the body, he
(DUX) methods and statements.
The items criticized by Flynn were said. He challenged Flynn's conr.lu- "isn't even scheduled to begin con- nail the cost down to the last
. '
a letter toallXavierparentsfrom Fr. sion that "Presumably $45,000 for a struction by May, 1976," and ob- . farthing."
Edward J. ·O'Brien, S.J., Vice Presi- gymnasium floor is going to jec~ed to the cover of the pamphlet,
Fr. O'Brien reemphasized the imdent for SpeciaL Projects .and perpetuate the University and make whach showed a completely-finished portance of the DUX campaign in
moderator of DUX, and a pamphlet the world safe for democracy" as building. It must be noted that this is filling various ·building and project
·from DUX to the parents. .
negative and far from his meaning. merely a reprint of the architects' needs DUX, he said, has raised more
Fr. O'Brien, in a March 6 inter- Fr.O'BriensaidtheSportsCenteris concepti~n of the completed than 1.5 million dollars in the 28
view, was critieal of Flynn's . a help to the students, not a critical - building. O'Brien said Phase II con- years since concerned parents, not
statements and conclusions. The need ofthe University.
struction is planned to be under way . the University, formed the group, an
reference to "a previously unplanned
Flynn's citation of the $300 while Phase I is being completed- average of greater than $50,000 per
direct appeal to parents for construe- difference between tuition and fees and Pha~ II is almost completely year. "This help that the parents
tion funds" was false, he said. In fact, . and costs to educate each student funded.
have given us has been invaluable,"
...__ _ _.__ _ _ Fr. Mulligan had asked him tocoor- was incorrectly stated as being for
Concerning the criticism of the he said, in terms of service and
dinate the campaign in April, 1975, four years. Rathe~, this is a conser- budgeting of the Sports Center, monetary c'oittributions.
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Sometimes knowing how is. not enou·gh .. ~
Shannon think$ Madrid is like
Chicago. And I would be insulted
except that I like Chicago; But as one
does not come to visit from Paris to
indulge in post-industrial urban
squalor, we traveled to Segovia to
experience that effervescent, everexulted essence that is Spain.
. Rushing ·to. the bus station im. mediately following my detested
grammar class, Shannon and I arriv:.
ed with seventeen minutes remaining
until sc!}eduled departure. Unfor. tunately, the bus leaves everyday at
II :32 except Wednesday. And
yesterday was Wednesday. Two
months ago such a discovery would
have seemed disastrous. But .yesterday we calmly retur~ to the sub.way and went to the nearest Hertz
office. You see, we have learned
what wonders can be worked by a
father's American Express Card.
Neither of us had ever rented a car
before, but l put on my much

•••

Shan~on was getting panicky. The worried. I'm sure you can do this.
presence ofthe man outside her win- Really... Now, Shannon~ that was
dow was building in intensity like.ap- the brake· you pressed lasttime, not
proaching doom. Frankly, though I the accelerator. So just move your
was working to keep Shannon foot over one pedal to the right and
collected, the effort to do so . was this time for sure we'll get out of
making me frantic. The lesson here. Muy bien: Very good, Shanbegan:
non. Now, quick, accelerate. We're
Alright, put your foot on the rolling backwards,' Shannon, more
clutch. No, Shannon, your left foot. gas. Do you see the truck, Shannon?
Good. Bueno. Alright, now turn the Don't let it die, Shannon. That's the
key an~ pull out the choke. Now Hertz man running behind us ·you've JUst opened the ·hood, ShanThe truck I thought was going to
non; that wasn't the· choke you just squish our little S.E.A.T. beneath
pulled.
its wheels, pulled up beside us. It
But it's okay; this nice Hertz' man is served very well as a screen while I
closing it for us. Wave at·him;·Shan- forced Shannon out of the driver's
non. Bueno. Now again, the clutch. seat. We drove immediately to the
Yes, that means the car has died, train station, where I made train
Shannon. We'll try it again and this reservations for us to take this train
time let's press the accelerator while we're on right now to Barcelona. Beyou're letting out the clutch. Slowly, ing in a car for the first time in six
Shannon; Shannon, .... slowly.-Gee, months was nice, but if Shannon is
it died apin ... Uh, wave to the man the only one old enough to drive,
again, ·Shannon. No, I'm ·not trains ~i'e easier on the nerves.

·andsometimes·knowing where doesn't help

Oi:fynn

i!Jt:"

The Department ofEconomic.and
Community Development is looking
for college students to operate its
Tourist Information Centers (TICs)
.this summer, according to department Director James A. Duerk.
Through its Office of Travel and
Tourism, the· department will hire
three work-study students to staff
. each of . II centers located
throughout the state. Positions arc
available for· students who qualify
for the work-study program at their
college or· _university.
The goal of the TICs is to
stimulate travel· in Ohio and en:'fp;U'i:agC~;~ visiting· motorists and
Ohioans to ·extend theit·vacation
time in the state. Stocke~ with
~ite~~!ure and maps about Ohio, the
THURSDAY, MARCH 11,1171

cultivated "Oh, this is nothing" air
·and approached. the office with con. fidence. · Shannon had become 21
just 13 days before, but that was
enough. I was trying to act the way I
imagine I will when I am 21 since I
was going to drive if the clerk didn't
ask for proof of eligibility. But he
sensed our slyness, and as he handed
the keys to Shannon reiterated that I
was not to drive.
· . Shannon doesn't know how to
drive a stick. And all European cars
are standard. But Shannon is also an
experienced actress, so she took the
keys and got in on the driver's side
with a disarming smile of confidence
on her face. The plot thickened as the
man waited outside her window to
watch her start the. car. I"had five
minutes to teach Shannon the basis
of clutch operation. I figured if it
took us much longer than that to
drive away smoothly, Hertz would
destroy the contract.

This is apointi shouldn't really
bring up at.all. In fact, merely mentioning it, more than likely, exposes
some gross deficiency of continental
savoir-faire on my part. But it's been ·
a sort of thorn in my side now for
several months. This boils down to
the age-old querie "What's· in a
name?''
The problem first struck me at
Christmas time when Lisa and I
pr~pared for our Christmas
journeys. Diligently I studied the
train schedules to work .out our
itinerary.· I'd peruse the list ·Of train
destinations and changes. Example:
Paris-Basel-Berne-Lucerne. On
schedule at·ll:43 a.in. we were due in
Basel. Soon enough on December 23
it was 11':43, however, every sign in
sight read Bale. Was the train a little
off schedule? Or could Basel be the
French equivalent Of Bale? In short,
the latter was true. But we were
automatically alerted to a whole new
horizon of compli~ations ... do you
trust the ·clock or the names of
places? Soon Berne was Bern,
Lucerne-Luzern. . .which is
reasonable, I'll concede.
. Next country was ltaly-ltalieltalia. First stop Milan-Milano and
on to Florence. Everyone knows
about Florence, right'! Florentine

art, Michelangelo, the Medicis, the
Renaissance .. Everyone knows about
Florence, it seems, but the Italians.
"Florence" I'd ask time and again
- with every sort of accent. F-L-0R-E-N-C-E I'd write. Nothing
registered with the people on the
train. Eventually we found a train
map in Italian, this revealed that
south of Milano and North ofRoma
lies an Italian city named Firenze!
The name neither looks nor sounds
like Florence, but it's in the right
location.
Indeed Florence is Firenze.
However, to the French, English,
German and Spanish it is Florence;
Florence; Florenz; and Florencia.
Venice is Venezia, and Como,
Domodossola · to the Italians.·
Switzerland is Helvetia to the Swiss.
Germany is Deu.tschland to the Germans, by' the same token, Munich is
Munchen, and Cologne is Koln!
Paris is Paris to the French, English
and- Spanish but Parigo to the
Italians (revenge is sweet!) .
London becomes Londres in
French and· Spanish - not far
enough from truth to turn one grey.
However, as you're recovering from
sea-sickness after crossing La
Manche, you could spend a good
deal of time with your French travel-

bureau map lookinll for directions to
the Tamise River... you know, the
one that runs past the Tower of London and Parliament?!
What about American proper
names? In general they are left in
tact. New York, Washington D.C.,
Chicago even Cincinnati, Ohio
(though the pronunciation may
throw· you - cheencheennattee,
oyo, but the spelling remains the
same.) The Farwest and cow boys are
almost universals. But it is for this
specific reason that when a rare U$.
name is tampered with it throws me
for a loop. Nouvelle Angleterre, les
montagnes rocheuses or how about
Taureau Assis. (New England,
Rocky Mountains, and Sitting Bull.)
And when sending postcards to the
U.S.A. from Spain be sure you write
E.E.U.U.!
On the other hand, this skepticism
can work in reverse. Travelling by
train from Barcelona to the Spanish
border; I had the unsettling experience of everything going as ·
Planned. The train stopped at
recognizable places, precisely on
schedule. This time I was ·overanxious, leaping to the window,
grabbing my suitcase, each time the
train slowed down. I'd search the
train platforms frenetically for a

- - . TICs staffers sou.ght-centers provide .a focal point of information describing the state's
ma·ny. cultur.al, . historical,
recreational and scenic attractions.
Guides at the ccrllers will explain
local attractions and points of interest to travelers as well as assisting
motorists with directions. They will
also be conducting surveys which
will in.crease the research data of the
·
·
tourism office·.
The TICs will be open from
Memorial Day through Labor Day
from 8 a.m. until 6 p,.m. each· day.
Prior to the opening of the centers
there will be a training session for the
workers. that
familiariza ..
,·.
·--·····will include
. ·.
'.

tion trips to Ohio Cities, presen- rewarding and enriching summer
tations on Ohio's varied attractions these students wjll experienced u ring
and seminars t,a allow represen- their college .years·," Duerk added.
·Deadline for registration to apply
tatives of tlw travel industry to share
for
one of the work-study positions
information and ideas.
Ducrk said that the TICs have is April 15. Pay schedules are deterbeen so successful that Ohio is ex- mined according to the number ol
panding the program by·adding II completed years of college. ·
Locations of the cente;·s are:
new centers this year.
"In addition to gaining valuable ·1-90 Westbound in Ashtabula Counwork experience and receiving iy near Ashtabula,: 1-70 We:ubound
summer incomes, ·students par- in Belmont Count1• near L/o vdsville ·
ticipating in our program will dis- . l-75 Northbouni in Butler. Coull/;.
cover much about Ohio's historical, near Monroe; ·u.s. 33 in Flocking
cultural and . recreational oppor- County near Sugar Grove; Ohio
. Turnpike Westbound in Ma~wning
tunities," he said.
"We believe this can be the most County near New Springfield; 1-71

name even vaguely resembling my
destination and ended up beseeching
the Spanish woman next to me for
information. She couldn't really .explain what I should expect - she
spoke no French or English. After
several hours she began touching my
arm gently as towns approached in a ·
reassuring gesture that meant to
restrain me from bounding to the
window again. In the end J couldn't
have missed my stop, it was the end
of the line, the name was exactly
what I'd been told, and everyone was
hustled off to get the train to ·Paris.
But I'd had no way of knowing,
beforehand, and experience had told
me to take nothing for granted. Especially, famous last words like "you
can't miss it!"
So what do l propose? As I mentioned before, I may be lacking in
continentill know-how,. or simply
missing the charm and mystery of
Europe - as perpetuated by this
nerve-wracking pass-word game!
But in the overall scheme of things, it
would be so much more logical if
everybody else would just respect the
native spelling of places. After all, it
is their city. But, in brief, it would
certainly reduce the wear and tear on
this map reader's nerves!

Southbormd in Morrow Coumy
near Chesterville; 1-71 Northbound
in ,\farrow County near Chester~·
ville; 1-70 Eastbound in Prebje
County near Gettysburg; Rt. 23
Northbound in Scioto Coullly near
Portsmouth; 1-75 Southbound in
Wood County near Bo11·/ing Green;
am/ 1-75 Northbound in Woad
County near Bowling Green.
.
Six students will be hin:d in Wood
and l'vlorrow·countics because there
.arc two centers located in both counties.
Anyon.: interested in participating
·in the p1:ogram can contact Marci
Swindler, Office of Travel and
Tourism, 23rd lloor, Box 1001,
Columbus, Ohio 43216, (614) 4665467.
Page :t

~'7ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Internationally famous C.J.. Barnhorn
enriched St. Xavier College with his art
For those who frequent the Lodge
Learning Lab. the presence of a
number of stately onlookers. several
near life-size plaster casts lining the
walls, is familiar .. So comfortable in
the high-ceilinged old room, the
statues are at home. if somewhat
neglected. They are in fact the work

might since Barnhom·, a prominent
artist himself, and life-long friend artist Frank Duveneck shared adjoining studiosat the Museum during the height of their careers.
Barnhorn was also to serve on the
faculty of the Cincinnati Art
Academy.
·The August 7, 1935 issue of the
Cincinnati Times Star (now defunct)
made public the will of the late artist.
Paintings were given to the art
museum "together with all of his
plaster casts which are not selected
by Xavier College. He had attended
the school in his youth, and in 1927
Xavier College had bestowed upon
him an honorary Doctor of Law
degree, and made him a life member
of its alumni association. ·
His first commemorative sculpture, the Poland memorial, was commissioned by Xavier. By this time the
sculptor was well-established, having studied · abroad, receiving,
honorable mention from the Paris
. Salon for more than one of his
works (A cast from one work
honored by the Salon, Bust of a
Baby. is now housed in the Carriage
House.)
Later in life religious sculpture
was to become his specialty. Mary L
Alexander of the Cincinnati Enquirer (Jan. 14, 1934) recalled

of a well-known Cincinnati sculptor.
now deceased. who had a special
affection for St. Xavier College. as
he knew it.
The archives of the Cincinnati Art
Museum Library provide a wealth of
information on the sculptor Clement
J. Barnhorn(l857-1935) as well they

Clement J. Barnhorn contributed more than sculpture to the St. Xa1•ier
College he knew.

Barn horn's completion of a crucifixion group for ~ local · church.
"Ouveneck. I remember was tremendously thrilled .by this magnificent
work and it was at that time that he_
felt Barnhorn's. field was
ecclesiasti~al sculpture." She added that it was unfortunate that
Duveneck would not live to see the
work done for St. Monica's Church.
(Casts from the St. Monica's commission and the crucifixion group
are on display in and outside the
Lodge Learning Lab.)
Along with the aforementioned
works, Barnhorn was also commissioned to do sculpture which now
Clement J. Bamhom
adorns such Cincinnati landmarks
as Music Hall, Mt. Saint Joseph
The Fine Arts Department at the
College, U.C., General Hospital, urging of Father Mulligan. and with
Jewish Hospital, Woodward High the support of Father Felten, has
School and Hughes High School, made an accounting Qf the Barnhorn
The Cincinnati Club, along with collection, and is·. ·exploring the
many churches and cemeteries too possibilities for displaying the collecnumerous to mention.
tion so as to be' accessible to
Xavier's collection of casts is too students. The possibilities are quite
vast to display adequately in the limited at the present, but if Father
Lodge Learning Lab, and roughly Mulligan's dream of a small art
half ofthe collection must be stored museum on campus materializes, the
in the loft of the Carriage House. for collection of works by a prominent
lack of !Adequate display area. Mr. Cincinnati sculptor will be made
Vigel of the Xavier Library has ex- available to those .for whom thcv
pressed iillerest in the stored pieces. were intended-the students ofSain.t
after having been contacted bv the Xavier College.
Fine Arts Departm'ent.
·
-Carol Jacober

Devil's Disciple
plagued by problems
"The Devil's Disciple" is not one
A fairly pleasant surprise is the acof Shaw's more profound plays. In ting. Overall, it's adequate to exfact, it's not even one of his better cellent, most faults directly
ones. Set in Massachusetts in 1775, attributable to the lack of direction.
in part built around a British Army- Joyce Schreiber as Mrs. Dudgeon
American rebel forces confronta- brings some interesting touches to
tion, "Disciple" obviously is another the harridanish role. Bryan Adi:ick
offering to that insatiable devourer as Christy drools about in a nice excess of idiocy. Freshmen Roger
of Americana, the Bicentennial.
Shaw definitely missed with this Fangman and Norah Cusick as
play. It haphazardly raises several Anthony and Judith Anderson show
questions-the condition of women, great promise: strong stage presence,
pacifism versus patriotism-and clear diction, and easy movement.
does nothing further with them. The Matt Diehl as Richard Dudgeonmain theme-something to the effect the Devil's· Disciple-needs as usual
that an individual's concept of to retrain himself, but as usual steals
supreme deity follows her or his the show with his natural ability. Jeff
character-is never adequately Linton as Major Swindon is miscast
developed, merely expounded upon grossly enough to work well, with
- a couple of times and thereafter madly malevolent eyes burning out
referred to only in passing. There are of his pallor. Dennis Buck as
of course some witty lines, but the _ General Burgoyne is his habitual
play hardly has 'em rolling in the enormously competent self; he
aisles. It's a good choice for high assumes character with a seemingschool o.r community theatre, for it complete lack of effort.
makes no great acting demands,
"The Devil's Disciple" isone of
raises no controversial issues, and is those productions doomed from the
quite straightforward-the sort of start. It comes off miraculously well,
play calling for a lavish production considering everything, and lhe ·
to pad it and send the audience away, Players deserve a hell of a lot credit
by RICK aEAGLE
diverted.
along with their penicillin.
Unfortun'atelv, the Xavier
.nita Buck Hanging Scene.from Devil's Disciple, this 7Jtur.\·day, Friday, and Saturday .
Players' current ~ffering of "The
Devil's Disciple" encouh tered so
many problems in production as to
make anvthing bevond· mere adequacy impossible. N-ot onlywas there
virtually no money left on the budget,
but Director Dan Ledford- became ill
and was unable to attend the last few
weeks of rehearsaL Veteran Player Bill
Braun was saddled with the set and
lighting design and overall technical
direction, as well as filling in for Ledford. The involvement of so many of
the Players with the Children's
Theatre coincidental "Revolutionary Romp" further drained
the available personpower ..
and a flu epidemic polished off
everyone who was left.
Most of"Disciple's" flaws-except .
the' script-stem from these '
problems. Sets and lighting are
almost overwhelmingly undistinguished. The sound, too, is
bad-the back mikes should be turned up. But costumes and hairstyles
are good, though make-up is uneven.
"T,'h
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Academy
Awards
Within the next month the
winners of the 48th Annual
Academy Awards will be announced. Nominations for best actress, best actor, best supporting actress and best' supporting actor were
ade on February 17.
Nominations for the best actress
are Isabelle Adjani for her role in
"The Story of Adele H.," Glenda
Jackson for her performance in
"Hedda," the sadistic nurse in "One
Flew Over ·the Cuckoo's Ne~t."
Louise Fletcher, Carol Kane, who
starred in "Hester Street," and for
her. role as Tommy's mother in the
Who's rock opera, ''Tommy," Ann
Margaret.
AI Pacino from "Dog Day Afternoon," Maximillian Schell for his
role in "The Man in the Glass
Booth," an insane asylum inmate in
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,"
Jack Nicholson, James Whitmore
who portrayed Harry S. Truman in
"Give 'Em Hell, Harry," and a
vaudeville star in Neil Simon's
"Sunshine Boys," Walter Matthau,
were nominated for best actor.
Canqidates for best supporting actress include: Sylvia Miles,
"Farewell, My Lovely," Lily Tomlin,
a gospel singer in "Nashville;" the
magazine editor in Jaquelifle
Susanne's "Once Is Not Enough,"
Brenda· Vaccaro, Ranee Blakley for
her role as a troubled country star in
"Nashville," and Lee Grant for her
role in "Shampoo."
On the list for best suppm ting actor are George Burns for his role in
"Sunshine Boys," Brad Dourif, who
portrayed another insane patient in
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,"
Burgess Meredith· in "Day of the
Locust,"· "Dog Day Afternoon" 's
Chris Siuandon, and Lee Grant's
husband in "Shampoo," Jack
Warden.
There are ov:er 3,000 voting
members oftheAcademy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. These
members, who come from all functions of the movie industry, colleil·
tively dec_ide on which P.i,c;ture; acto.~1
actress. cmematographei', and so on
deserves the Oscar.

BLARNEY STONE DAYS

·-slarney·
Stone.~

German-Irish Tug•O·War: Ger· Blarney·stone Days"is a·two~ay ·
affair co-sponsored by:. the Social man men led by Frank Schmidt vs.
Committee and the Student Affairs . lfish thugs led· by Brian McCarty.
Mary Kevin Maloney and fellow
Offic~. The following are the events
Colleens vs. Suds Sutton and the
of the nex.,t t)oVod~Y!I.: . .... .. · . _ ..
Panyer· corps.
Homeward Cnwl: Similar to a
Irish Marathon: Open to aJl. Mens
and womens divisions.. Footrace to Greek· Week event ·or almost.
Dana Gardens and. back. All par- anything goes. Limited to the first 32
ticipants must have I.D: and SOc to males beer drinkers to sign up at the
purchase midway refreshment.
Information Desk. Single eliminaBiarney Stone Throw: Open to all. tion event. Wear something old.
Mens and womens divisons. One·
Emerald Tavern Ball: Our salute
heave of ~he ol' stone to establish to the Irish, 9-1 Friday evening in
school records.
.
Tucker's. Live music by O'Shotgun.
Thursday Night at the _)"ights: No cover. Wear something green.
Tonig~t.Come to fiel~house and · Come early, firelaws prohibit more
see y~ur favorite pugilist punch his than 300 people inside at a time. Irish
jib contest at midnight.
way to immortality or_ insa~ity.

THURSDAY,MARCHll
·2:30- IRISH MARATHON (Brockman Court)
3:30 ·BLARNEY STONE THROW (Brockman Court)
9:00- THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE FIGHTS (Fieldhouse)

FRIDAY, MARCH l2
2:30 GERMAN-IRISH TUG-0-WAR
(Park - Ledgewood and Victory)
3:00 • HOMEWARD CRAWL
(Brockman Court Area)
9:00-1:00 ·EMERALD TAVERN BALL (Tucker's)
Music By O'SOTGUN
NO COVER
IRISH JIG CONTEST

The end of an era. . .
The Schubert,
a Cincy landmark crumbles

Slalf Photo

br RICK BEAGLE

Rappelling. -an alternative to crowded tennis courts
By STEVE BECHTOLD
N-• Steff Wrtler

.

Are you tired of waiting for a tennis court and then having to give it
·up just as you've found your
backhand'! Or perhaps tired of clubbing divots further than the dimpled
sphere'! Students, a solution is at
hand.
The Ranger Club gets you outside
and active through a wide variety of
activities, including canoe trips, cliffclimbing, backpacking, orienteering
and rappelling, to list only a few of
the possible activities.
Captain Wells of Xavier's ROTC

program is the club's moderator, and ·the area's colleges and universities.
he, along with .the more experienced
Rappelling has proven the most
members, provides instruction in popular activity of late, and once
these sports and in the use of the you bound down even a 110-foot
first-quality equipment (ropes, all cliff, feeling those double green lines
climbing gear, tents, sleeping bags, curling through your D-ring (which,
backpacks; sometimes even vehicles) of course, you have just expertly
that your rich Uncle Sam provides snapped into your self-tied Swiss
free of charge. And although Jerry seat) the reasons become apparent.
, doesn't have the cannonballs to go
A Swiss seat is formed by tying
in, you needn't worry about being and looping a 12' length of high-test
front-line in East Africa before you rope around one's waist and legs into
graduate. The Rangers are not a a type of harness, into which the Dbranch of the service but a club only, ring is clipped. Descent lines run
and a unique club in that it draws through the D-ring, allowing a wellwomen and men from a number of controlled and safe descent.
'
Rappelling is not merely descending a cliff on a rope. There are a
number of techniques designed for
varying purposes; There is the
regular form, which is demonstrated
in the pictures. Using the Australian
descent one is facing the ground,
walking down the ropes with one's
body perpendicular to the cliff. The
hasty rappel employs no Swiss seat,
only one's hands. The buddy rappel
allows one person to take an injured
companion down a cliff.
·

bury. Orienteering, map reading, sidered.
night patrolling, confidence course
So i.f you also lament the lack of
Modern Guerilla Tactics in our
run.
April 19-:Z:Z: Smoky Mountains . curriculum, or merely wish to train
for a Schlitz commercial, check out
backpacking.
the Ranger Club's offer to enjoy
April 24-:ZS: Canoe trip Miami
nature while learning new skills. For
Whitewater.
All you need to bring are your the $2 semester dues it's a great break
clothes, and at some of the overnight from school and other boring rouparties yoii could possibly get by tines.
For information on taking advanwithout those. There is a charge,
however, for food on the overnight tage of this, call Ranger Club Presitrips. The above schedule is dent Chris Haas at 231-5609, Bob
somewhat flexible,. and suggestions Morris at 745-3214, or Captain
Wells at 745-3646. The Ranger Club
are always welcome. In addition, a
bicycle trip is currently being con- wants you.

Safety is stressed, but not at the
expense of fun. Improvement comes
rapidly, and as confidence develops,
one finds that mid-air suspension
can provide an unparalleled view of
an already spectacular day, as was
the case last Saturday when a small
. group consisting of Chris "we-laugh·. at-danger" Haas, Jenny Thumann,
Jim Janning, and myself weilt
rappelling, only minutes into the
wilds of Northern Kentucky. As was.
witnessed on this and other (}C.casions, girls participate equally. in
· ~the activities. .
··
Some activities scheduled for this
'' ; semester include: ..
.
r Clu.,_.· Rappellers
Marth :Z6-:Z8: Natural Bridge
Rappelling trip. These are the big "A Swiss .~eat isformedby tying a,nd looping a I2 inch length ofrope around ·
cliffs, and the entire area is one of the one's waist and legs into a type.fJf harness, into which the D-ring is clipped.
most beautiful around.
Descent lines run through the D-ring, allowing a well com rei/led and safe desApril 2-4: FTX at Camp Attercent.".

Ri.ng'•.
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TOM· USHER, SPORTS_ ·EDITOR

Muskies end successful season
at the McGuire comedy hour
each. Whitfield heated up in midis more popular than beer in
season and led the way over Canisius
Milwaukee, put on an excellent
82-64 and St. Joe's of Pa .• I09-96, by
The number two ranked Warriors show for the 4500 people who were
dropping in a total of 60 points in
of Marquette woke up with seven wedged into the "Schmidt Pit." In
those two back-to-back affairs. Dale
minutes left in the game Friday the first half, McGuire b.ecame so
Haarman's night came against
night to leave Xavier in the dust, 74- enraged at a technical called on
Wheeling, when Haarman registered
49. The Musketeers played Walton, he stormed off the court to
27 in the 95-73 rout. Haarman also
aggressive ball against the Warrior the X.U. Weight Room, where he
man-to-man defense. and trailed by pouted for a minute or so. A few · scored 29 against Cleveland State
and 26 against IU-PU.
only six. 33-27. at the half. Dale minutes after that he called tiine out.
The game that gave the X the real
Haarman paced X's attack with 13 During the time out. McGuire barkshot in the arm was the 65-64 win
points. and kept the Warriors off ed, "This is the worst officiated game
over Morehead State on the road.
I've seen in my entire life." After
guard in the opening half.
Nick Daniels flicked for 20 at
In the final half, Marquette repeating this statement 50 or so
Morehead, then turned loose with 27
baffled ·x with a 3-2 zone that only times, Bo Ellis finally grabbed
in the spectacular sinking of Detroit,
former St. X. High star Marty Wolf McGuire and shook him to his
82-80 in O.T. Detroit and their coach
could find the kev to. Wolf. who senses.
Dick Vitale are ·probably still in a
Although X closed the season out
finished with 10, p-umped in 5 rainstate of totlll shock after their trip to
bow jumpers from 30 feet deep in the with a loss, the season was a total
the Musketeer campus. Daniels sank
corner. The rest of the second half success. With the 14-12 record, it was
7 in a row and finished with 23 in the
belonged to Lloyd Walton, Earl the first time in 12 years Xavier had
Tatum, and "the aircraft carric!r," experienced a winning" season. There_ U.C. game, which scared all Bearcat
fans except Gale Catlett. Finally the
Jerome Whitehead. Whitehead. who were many memorable games over
game that sent the crowd home the
was camped under the offensive the year. One was the 104-84 trounhappiest was the 98-86 win over Duboards, finished with 14 points and cing of cross-river rival Thomas
quesne. The win over the Dukes
I 2 bounds. Walton displayed a More, in which Gary Whitfield
spotlighted on Joe Sunderman.
smooth shof from everywhere, and poured in 22. The next big win came
Sunderman tallied 24 points and IS
recorded a game high 16 points. The in Huntington, West Virginia,
rebounds. It was not only X's 14th
game was closer than the final tally against Marshall. X took the
win. to give them a winning season,
shows, but the stats were not. Mar- thundering herd 78-77in0.T. before
but it was Xavier's first win over the
quette outshot X.U. 50% to 32%, 50 or so loyal Xavier fans .. Then it
Dukes in nine years. Overall it"was a 'Picture perfect Jumper...
and out-rebounded the Muskies, 36- was Loyola of Chicago's turn to be
s,., Photo br aTEVE .
year to be remembered.
28.
.
burned in the Pit, 75-59, behind Dale
Xavier's Nick Daniels puts up two points in the Muskie-Warrior battle last
Warrior coach, AI McGuire, who Haarman and Mike Plunkett's 16 ·
Friday. The Musketeers closed their season at 14-12.
By TOM USHER
Sporte Eclltor

entertaining and close game with
Xavier finally pulling it out in the
last four minutes with Danny Carlin
picking up a loose ball and taking it
over from ten yards out. The conversion attempt was wide to the right
and when the whistle blew the score
stood X.U. "B" 4-Dayton "B" 0.
The· ruggers ·travel to Wheeling.
West Virginia this Saturday to take
on Wheeling College. The next home
game is March 20 against Louisville.
The Rugby Team would like to
thank all those who attended last
Saturday's game and invite anyone
who is interested in joining the team.
Practice is every Tuesday at 4 p.m.
and Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at Corcoran Field.

Ruggers

Rout

·Flyers

Love tap.
From one·. beer lover to another.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY RUGBY
TEAM MEMBERS
# Poaltlon

"A" Side

"B" Side

#I Prop
#2 Hooker

Kevin Scheoplien
David Birkett

Joe Donlin
Jim Gadomski
(Captain)
Peter· Streitman
Bob Huff
John Herb

#3 Prop
#4 Second Row
#5 Second Row.

Bill Strietman
Jim Brunneman
Dave Allen
(Crocket)
#6 Wing Forward
Toni. Maffia
#7 Wing Forward
Tom K
#8 Number 8
Jim Donlin
(Captain)
#9 Serum Half
Tom Powers·
#10 Fly Half
Peter Birkett
#II Inside Center
Ron Laker
#12 Outside Center
John McGoff
#13 Wing Three-Quarters Mike Klaus
#14 Wing Three-Quarters Steve Cuntz
#15 Fullback
Bill Birkett

AI Ashbrook
Mickey Watts
Jim Burgeman
Mike Connolly
AI Lynch
Dan Carlan
Ron Havens
Steve Lind
Doug Strait
Steve Bartlow

WHAT'S DOING

....

,

Thursday, March 11, 1976
Student Budget Board Committee
Meeting: Regis Room, University
Center, 2:30 p.m.
·
X.U. Players Production: "The
Devil's Disciple,"· University Center
Theatre, 8:00 p.m .• X.U. students
free with I. D., other students $1.50,
adults $2.50.
.
Friday, March 12, 1976
Blarney Stone Days: Check posters
and University Center Information
Desk for further details.
Husband Coached Natural Childbirth Class (HCNCB): Terrace
Room, 8:00 'p.m.
X .U. · Players Production: "The
Devil's Disciple," University Center
Theatre, 8:00 p.m.
· Alpha Sigma Nu ForLim P.resents:

Dr. Richard Bonvillain/"A Critique
of 'In Praise of Technology," Breen
Lodge, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 13, .1976
X.U. Players ·Production: "The
Devil's Disciple,'' University Center
Theatre, ·8:00 p.m.
su·nday, March 14, 1976
Bellarmine Chapel Meeting: Terrace
Room, I :30 p.m.
Monday, March 15, 1976
Student Senate meeting, l p.m.,
Terrace Room ..
Wedneaday, March 17, 1976
Happy St. Patrick's Day
X.U. Band Mini-Comiert, 1:30-2:30
p.m., Theatre, University Centerjli
Debate Meeting: Hinkle Hall. 3:&
p.m.
ll•vlerNewl

Xavier News presents
the 1976 All-Ugly teams

Heskamp, and countless others, I
managed to compile a collegiate and
an NBA All-Ugly team.
One new team was added this
year, the college "All HotDog Team."
This includes all the·anirnals who enIt all started one Sunday night in him. Thus the first Ugly Squad was joyed yelling, kicking. crying and
the Xavier News office, just about born.
cussing at the Schmidt Memorial
one year ago. I couldn't think of
This year's version actually inCrowd and the referees. These Hot
anything to write about, and the cluded planning and thinking .. Every
Dogs would rather complain and
deadline was just an hour aw~y. I got time I'd see a basket ball game, either
make funny gestures, instead of
playing basketball.
One can notice from my data that
most of these characters tend to be
very tall, very skinny; just right for
picking cocoanuts from the· palm
trees on the Florida coast. Once
again, yours truly made the Ali-Ugly
Xavier News sports column
Sports Writers Squad going away.
For making the Ugly Squads, the
members receive a bag to wear over
their heads, a Groucho Marx disup from the outside desk and poked on TV or in person, I'd look for guise kit, and a book entitled,
my head in at last year's Editor, John possible Ali-U glies. By definition, an Suicide Is Not Nec;essary For Ug(l'
Lechleiter. "I. could do an article on All Ugly has to be a human being who People. For the members of the all
the All Ugly Squad," I said jokingly .. is uglier than I am. Needless to say, it . Hot Dog Team they will receive a
"Great idea, go right ahead," said took me many hours of searching to pacifier, a can of Gerber's stewed
Lechleiter, who took my crazy idea find just one. who qualified.
prunes, a box of hot dog buns. and a
seriouslv. With that I felt if he Somehow with the help of Steve book entitled How To Be Modest,
wanted ·it, I was going to give it to Moser, Bill Hall, Dennis Foy,.Tom. by Muhammed Ali.

U sh on Sports

School
Height Weight
Bo Ellis
Marquette
6-9
195
Wilbur "Peanut Head" Ross 6-5
Detroit
185 .
Kent State
Jim Z.oet
7-0
226
6-6
Hank Kuzma
Navy
195
·UCLA
.7-1
Ralph_·:iJollinger
215
·..:., . - '·.
,~~ Ali:·Ugly Coaches: Dick Vitale, Detroit
Darrell Hedric, Miami

NBA ALL UGLY

6-11

180
.225
240
228

6-5

200

6-1

7-4
6-10

Seattle
Seattle
Chicago
Golden State
New Orleans

·NBA All Ugly Coach: Red Holtzman, New York

COLLEGE ALL HOT-DOG
Mike Jones
Brian Williams
Leighton Moulton
Mike Sammons
Craig Swanson

6-1

205
185
165
170

6-6

200

6-5
6-5
6-4

By DEANNE

K•:NDRICK

N-1 S18H Writer

The Xavier Sailing Club begins

"76" with a new club outlook on sailing. Much of the emphasis will be
shifted toward leisure and intramural sailin~:. The best cure for a
hard fought Friday night is a Just as
~:ood or better Saturday. We get up
Saturday morning and head for the
lake. Right before we get there we
stop off at the near-by store and pick
up the refreshments that will surely
be needed to get us through the day.
We get out to the lake and set up the
boats and start catching the rays. By
the end of the spring session you will
be able to go home for the summer as
a "BRONZE GOD or GODESS:"
People will be asking you if you go to
school in Florida. This is when you
are going to have to make up a few
little white lies. There are people

Polo News

College All-Ugly Squad
Name

Slick Watts
Tom Burleson
Tom .Boerwinkel
Cliff Ray
Pete Maravich

Sailing Club shifts
toward leisure

The Xavier "Polo Club" will play
tonight Thursday, March II, against
the winner of the Yale-University of
Virgina one and out Indoor Inter"
collegiate Polo Tournament. Xavier
trailed to Culver once again last
week to play two "warm up" matches
for the lntercollegiates. The Sieber
brothers suffered their first defeat
Friday·nightasCulverwon 9-8 in the
closing seconds of the fourth
chukker.
Brother Jake led scoring with four
goals, Rob three, and little brother.
John added one. Saturday's game
was played to the tune of a different
drummer as Xavier realized the lntercollegiates were less than a week
away. Jake again led scoring with
eight goals, team captain Rob accounted for six, and John added
three as the Sieber boys walked over
the Cadets, 17-5.

'·91.7 .

91.7

GOOD NEWS
AND
MUSIC

Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Dayton
Union
Wheeling

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

8- II P.M.
ONLY ON

Hot Dog Coach: Digger Phelps, Notre Dame
Ast. Hot Dog Coach: Gale Catlett, Cincinnati

WVXU-FM
'91.7

91.7

dedicating much of their spare time
to create the first successful leisure
and intramural project at Xavier.
Give us a try, you'll never sleep
through and waste another beautiful
Saturday morning again. There will
still be the continuously improving
race team which will attend many a
regattas in four different states as
well as the X a vier sponsored regatta.
T~ose with sailing experience are
most welcome to step right into a
place on the race team in the regattas. But, those with little or no experience like myself can come out
and party and just have a good time.·
The New Officers arc:
Rudy Siegel .. .' ...... Commodore
Katie Pearson .. Vice-Commodore
Ann Marino .......... , Treasurer
John Hellmann . , .. Reserve Commodore
Steve Fromherc1.. Publicity Manager
Steve Fader .. Race Team Captain

XAVIER SAILING CLUB
REGATTA SCHEDULING
FOR THE SPRING
MARCH
27-28 ............................ Southern Illinois University

·APRIL
3·4 ......................................... Kenyon/Wooster
10-11 ................................................ x.u.
17·18 .................................. Easter Break (O.S.U.)
24-25 ......................................... Area B's at Ind.

MAY
1-2 .......................... M.C.S.A. champs at Notre Dame
8·9 ................................................. M.S.U.
15·16 .............................................. M.S.U.
22·23 ........................................... Kent St. U.
•••• leisure sallln1 every Saturday Morini ••••
•• Meetln11s every Tuesday In Fordhlm Rm. across from the ~trill at 7:10p.m. ••

'·

..:

Senior
from page 1

most of all who is willing to spend a
lot of time with the program. If so,
you may definitely enjoy holding a
SR position next year.
Keegan).
If you are interested or would like
Before applying for a position, to find out more about the program,
honestly ask yourself whether or not come to the first meeting in the
you are the kind of person who en- Faculty Dining Room next Tuesday
joys talking to people and really get- at 5:00 p.m. If you are interested but
ting to know them, who likes to can't. make. the meeting, contact
organize events on the wing, who can either Barb Howard, Steve Hayes, or
put up with weekly meetings, and Mimi Keegan as soon as possible.

BE CAREFUL
HOW YOU liSTEN
to the Spirit 1n your Iife.

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S
NO GREATER GIFT -THAN A DIAMOND
Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,
flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,
pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.
A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.
And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive .and thriving?

Igff'
center

DISCOUNT
TO ALL

. £ ·\

<AlliER

'1~1

STUDENTS
.1 -~j·

~'l'UKt. !~AME

&05 Race Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

tel: 621·0704

SIUOEI'<I

CHARGE
ACCOUI'<'S
INVITED

c
.P8ge7
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Yoga: "If you can tie your shoes . .
form of relaxation which heightens
your ability to experience," Hulefeld
New• Stell Writer
explained, "so it actually presents a
Rick Hulefeld, Freshman contradiction - you are relaxed and
Program Director. is currently offer- yet more awake."
ing a course in hatha yoga on
"I believe yoga as a form of prayer
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4:30
p.m. in the rug room of Brockman more than anything else," Hulefeld
basement. Hatha is a distinct form of said, "If God is all around me, then
yoga according to Hulefeld. "It ex- my job is to be more open - and
presses the belief. although not a yoga does that very thing." Hulefeld
specific doctrine. that is very much a acknowledges the general view of
part of Christianity." he said. "God yoga as a mystical science in which
is all around us, and we are a part of pretzled people chant amidst billowing clouds of incense smoke. This is
that life."
true
of certain forms of ~oga, for ex·
Hulefeld is offering yoga, in part,
as a return to teaching. He has held a ample the raja yoga, but hatha yoga
variety of different teaching does not involve this kind of
positions within the five-six years he behavior. H ulefeld further attributes
spent as a teacher. His career began this view to western man's tradition
in Kansas City where he was put in of communication with God
charge of the curriculum for juvenile . through concrete symbols and im·
delinquents. He has since taught ages while yoga utilizes the "empty"
comparative economic systems at St. space between formal communicaXavier here in Cincinnati, Bahamian tion. "Thinking of God in symbols
culture at Nassau in the Bahamas, and images are almost attempts to
and meditation and prayer in small control Him; the way to be most with
Him is to say nothing," Hulefeld
groups in Baltimore.
Yoga is important to H ulefeld said. "It's like that moment of silence
because it allows people a chance to between friends when you just are
share their thinking and feelings with with that person. The deepest
others. "You don't really get the moments are wordless and imageless."
chance usually to share feelings However, lest the discussion of
especially meditative parts," he said,
"yoga allows you the chance to spon- yoga become as mystical as its imtaneously get a hold of ideas in the age, Hulefeld is quick to point out "if
mind." The- experience of yoga you can tie your shoes, you can do
presents a contradiction. "It is a yoga." In fact, in some ways, yoga is

a,· RITA SC'HOENHI.D

NOW
ON THE PURCHASE OF
CUTLASSSUPREMES-MONTECARLOS
CUTLASSES- MALIBU CLASSICS
OMEGAS-NOVAS-VEGAS
SPECIAL .OFFER
FOR XAVIER STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF
MEMBERS ONLY

Imagine· an order of 22,000 priests and brothers In 73
countries around the world. (That's a pretty big family.)
But that's what the Salesians of St. John Bosco are all
about - a large family of community-minded men dedicated
to the service of youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets- and
back to God.
He reasoned that a program of play; learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world: He crowded out evil with
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family spirit.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, surrimer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn't learned- it's lived.

-~---~------~--------------·
THIS COUPON
WORTH $100.00

TOWARDS THEPURCHASE
OF ANY OF THE ABOVE
LO.W-MILEAGE CARS

·----------..I
I.
I SFathileriJBo•eSp:l·ils.oD.aS.:;:r~·J:~N aosco
Nomo

I
I

I
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Brotherhood

0
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I
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Street Address

Cit~

I

College Attending

IIIII

Zip

.' :
·

I

.:;,.1

I

-----·------.Ciessof

Peg• I

'

.

Filers Lane, West Haverstraw, N.Y. 10993
I am interested in the Priesthood

OFFER GOOD UNTIL
MARCH 31, 1976

I ~---------------------------

For more inf~rm~tion about Salesian Priests and
·Brothers, ma1i th1s coupon to:

COLUMBIA
LEASING
9th & Sycamor, Sts; ·Downtown

· Call

... ,

Roger Banzhaf
or
Frank Blfro

HASSAN MOTORS, INC. ·
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

10% OFF

on all· service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards.
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world.
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points out that people are seldom
given a chance to be whole. "In yoga
·it's easy to go from the physical experience to hearing people talk of
things of the spirit," Hulefeld said,
"because ofthis powerful connection·
of the different functions of self.~'
Yoga is an ancient body of
knowledge which developed in India
four - five thousand years ago. "It
has existed because it does
something for man," Hulefeld said,
"contemporary culture is only now
beginning to recognize the' importance of the body." In illustration of
this, he points out that people have
traditionally prayed in a kneeling
position - probably the most uncomfortable position for meditation.
"Modern men . are. beginning to
realize that the mind is not so
separate from the body," Hulefeld
said, "this is not only an Eastern, but
an ancient Greek concept." For ex-·
ample, a gymnasium in ancient
Greece was a place to do mental as
well as physical exercise - and the
gymnasium was central to a person's
development.
A person can then approach yoga
for many reasons, and the experience of yoga can be expressed in
many different ways. "Yoga is
capable of being interprcted.in many
different languages and idioms,"
Hulefeld said, "but in the end, we're
The "tree," one of a· variety of
talking about the same thing- feelpositions in Hulefe/d's hatha yoga
ing more alive."
class.

SAVE $100.00

Join
the third
biggest
lamtly
in the

I
I

like doing ·regular calisthenics and
'can validly. be approached in this
way. Hulefeld admits he does yoga,
in part, because it aids in coordination and the ease with which he approaches other physical activities.
But yoga is fundamentally different
from calisthenics. The goal of
calisthenics is to build a strong body
with repetitious increase of endurance. The goal of yoga is not endurance, but relaxation and calm.
Often people involved in calisthenics
must strive to completely separate
mind and body in order to take their
minds off physical discomfort, while.
people involved in yoga strive to
bring mind and body together in
order to be aware of bodily reac·
tions.
Yoga is, further, non-competitive.
"The ideas of yoga is pacific,"
Hulefeld said, "It's not how you're
doing, but what's happening inside."
The whole process of yoga involves
moving the body in ways it's not used
to. This allows the body to free pentup energy and stored tension that is
present in bodies even at rest. The
only competition, then, is with the
forces of tension within the individual body.
Therefore, the emphasis is not
merely physical or spiritual. The
body, mind and emotions work
together to form a whole person. According to H ulefeld, this should exist
as an ordinary everyday thing. but he

•
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'·: 421-4445
421-8800

Don't
let
cancer
scare
you· to

death.

If there's one thing .
we must make you
aware of it's this:
When discovered
early, many cancers
are curable. More than
1,500,000 Americans
who are cured of
cancer are proof.
No one on record,
however, has ever
been cured of cancer
by worrying about it.
If you suspect you
have cancer, do the
smart thing; make an
appointment with your
doctor.
Fight cancer with a
checkup and a check. ·

~'f:]
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A chance to
relax.and
reflect
Two weekends this spring, March
19, 20. 21 and April 2. 3, 4. Xavier
students will have the chance to get
away from campus for a few days of
relaxation and reflection.
Milford. Ohio. has long been
familiar to Xavier students as a place
to "get away." The Milford facilities
will again be available to Xavier
students the weekend of March 1920-21. The Milford center offers
private rooms, meals. and beautiful
grounds along the little Miami
River. Though billed as a retreat, the
weekend is not a retreat in the
traditional sense-but an opportunity to take time from the normal routines and reflect upon ·one's life
situations, in particular, one's
relationships with self. others, and
God.
Similarly, the weekend of Apri123-4. students may get away to Glen
Helen. a nature reserve in Yellow
·Springs. Ohio. also a popular place
for Xavier students in the past. Both
weekends are open to all Xavier
students. Part of the cost for either
weekend will be paid for by Campus
Ministry. Interested students should
call 745-3398 or simply stop by the
Chapel office.

A chance to
"build" wings

.Opportunities
for Student
Involvement

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 . to cover postage aod
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
113221DAHO AVE., fl 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
12131 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only .

. . ':
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. .puri~~yo~r-l~s~.2:y~~s. Qt.
·cqllege, you~n-:.pr.epa(e:: ~() ·
"enter·the -~ompetition 'fo~: sa:~~ .
. i~fyingjo~s·. Apd,: w.~~~r y()ti
·get there, .YQ\1~11:" 11eed ~vf:lrY ·
.edge

you can get. . ·. . . .

·. Army· ROTC otters you

a·
. double career. ·O'ption .'(D1ili~
: tary.aswell ~~ clwianJ; And
. makes ·y(ni-more e~ployable

by

gi~ing :,You trairiin~· and .

in

. experience·
leadership .. ·
But it's n<>t"easy. Nothing
~o~th ~hil~ ·is. You'll start
. with a gruelling 6-week camp
n~xt sun1mer·to prepare you,
. mel}tally · and physically, for
advanced ROTC ..Then you'}l
add ROTC. coUrses to others .
you need to graduate.
You wiit; however, ·earn
over $2500 as a ROTC cadet .
.Which lnight make things a.
little easier for your junior
and·senior rears ...

-·Army ROTC
'Learn what it· takes to lead.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Cincinnati,
Ohio 45%07 ·
•
. ''1,
tl... ~.

l CALL c·aptaln SChleaa
Phone (513) 7..5-~6
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"ll" is ft\r Dorm. On March 23rd
at4 p.m .. and again at 10 p.m .. David Ueau Aunt Millie.
Tom. Rick Hulcfdd. and the
H:t\'in!! no one else to IUrn to. I
members of the Student Senate decided to write to vnu. lhuallv I
Housing Committee. will answer don't get ex.:ited ab~lUt clothes. or
questions dealing with the new dorm other capitalistic status-seek in!!
policy for next year. ·
materialistic objects. hut at Friday
What's new'! Well. instead of just night's game I realit.ed that I couldn't
informing the Housing Office of live without a pair of pointy fake-out
where you would like to live and. patent leather shoes like AI McGuire
perhaps. which of yo11r fri~nds you wears. Also could you let me know
want to live there too. you will decide ·where he got that dynamite doublewhat kind of a wing you want to live knit leisure slop'! Thank you very
on. What are the options'! Next year much.
we would like to make available
Flash dresse.r.
enough possibilities so that you
could build the kind of wing· that Dear Flash,
more closely reflects your interests
I'm positive if you ~poke to any
and needs. Some of the new options H .A. (Hospital Administration) stumay include matching funds ·and dent they would know. I think some
facilitators. What kind ofwingcould of them get their clothes from the
you build'! Anything from a same place. I would also warn you
traditional academic wing to that those flashy clothes drive X.U.
something that you develop women wild. especially double-knit
yourself.
flair pants that are short enought to
The Housing Office and the sho~ off your sexy ankles.
Senate Housing committee are
strongly committed to community- Dear Aunt Millie,
creating within the dormitories. This
I've been an industrious pre-med
implies your being free enough to student for six years now and I just
choose the kind of wing you want can't seem to get the hang of General
and making a commitment to live Zoo. I study ten hours a day and
.. that way with your friends.
write answers on the back of my
Remember: March 23 at 4 and 10 calculator and even take it to church.
p.m. i(l the Theater.
l have no social life. and my

shoulders arc sloping from the
strain. Mv father will be so disappointed i{ I flunk Zoo again.
Dr. Joe Ciannon, Jr.
Dear Junior,
Don't worrv. vour Dad is looking
for a good med: school he can buy
right now. You might also try Jiving
in Brockman Hall. It's a real course
in Zoo that even you might beableto
pass.
Dear Aunt Millie.
While reading the article on X. U. ·s
Maintenance Department. I became
very upset. I think it's simply amaring how the Maintenance Depart. ment does such a unique job of keeping X.U. so clean. It certainly is
much nicer here than at the sanitary
land fill they call U .C. I am still
contimplating how the mainten~nce
staff manages to leave those httlc
bllick dust funies nn t~e library
stairs between I he Istand 2nd floors.
Wondering
Dear Wondering,
Didn't anyone tell you that only
clut7.es'look at their feet when walking up and down stairs'! Besides. the
Maintenance Department likes .to
keep people on their toes.

etters
Perhaps, Mr. Flynn, your ne':'tar- fo~rth of the funds requested for the .
tion. Ifwe ignore the problem and let
the Security Department re~ain in- ticle could include a last-manute . implementation ,of. ~~~ _Black.
efficient, then we will have to pay the check for accuracy combined with ·Awareness Weeks actavataes. For
consequences. Will it take. another some first-minute attention to the . this reason l·felt it might be ap- '
death to teach us to stand up for our usc of legitimate sources of informa- propriate to secure Mr. Schockley,
tion. Samuel Clemens once advised a to exprtss this attitude. ·· . ·.
rights?
Stan Saunier journalist to "first get the facts, then . · The decision· of the Financial and
First, may I start this article by
Class of '76 you can·dis~ort 'em as you ~l~sc.~ Budget Boardli was an inkling that
stating that I am one of ''the dregs of
You have managed· only the,dastor- there. would be "little support from
humanity" as quoted from Mr.
the Xaiver Community as a group."
tion.
Flynn's recent column so brilliantly
Mn. Shirley J. McGraw For this reason we· geared this year's
illuminating the current status of
Secretary to the Business Manaaer Black Awareness Week program .to
Xavier University's "apparent
people outside the Xavier communi- '
security." Of course, being of this
ty.
This is why we received ..little
Mr.
Thomas
J:
Stadtmiller
mentality, one must excuse my use of
Business Manaaer . support from the Xavier communiany words beyond the intell~ctual
ty" and not for reasons mentioned by ·
capacity of four letters. Obvaously
you in last week's New8 article. We
these are beyond my realm of
a~ not beging for the support of the
knowledge. Since I am called Arnold
1 respectfullysubmittoMr. Stadt- Xavier community. The Julian Bond
fettner, mainly because that is !"Y
In the interest of the Xavier News.
sold . out. as was
name (to use Mr. Flynn's rhetonc),
journalistic endeavor as a whole and miller and Mrs. McGraw that all Banquet
may 1 clarify a few points for those
just plain "simple truth," is there any those· statements which were· Minister Farrakhans speaking
readers who care to receive facts inreason for the almost total lack of ac- challenged in the second paragraph engagement, without the support of .
Xavier Security Officer ~os curacy ofthe printed word contained ofthisletterwerecheckedbypersons the Xavier community.
stead of "yellow journalism."
outside the News staff following · To many your article has meant
Since the above mentioned article ~ ouna confirmed my recountmg of . in the aforementioned article?
did not deem necessary the revela- the FBI incident in a telephone interMr. flynn's statements concern- . publication of my March 4 column, that I was unjust in my selection of
tion of ..one source deep within view following the receipt of the ing the attitude of Xavie~ ad- and have been found to be correct. ·speakers; I'll have you know that I,
Security'' or "a Security · letter. Officer Young stated that the ministrators in regard to Secuntyare
1 understand that the student who . as Chairman of the Speakers Comemployee," and, in addition, since I incident occurred later last spring, patently ridiculous. Anyone having witnessed the accident on Dana has mittee; was directed by the Financia.l
have been named outright as a when a Transcontinental guard any contact with security policy, come forward and identified himself Board to provide speakers for the
supplier of these "dregs" may ·r re- regularly reported to Xavier at 6 procedures and/or attitudes in their privately both to Mr. Stadtmiller 1976 Black Awareness Week
mind this anonymous source of p.m. to patrol the dormitories. While regard, would be totally amazed at and to Emeran ·Snider, director of program. So, Mr·. Vila~oy.. the next
several facts.
on duty one evening during this the fact that Xavier administrators security-as has my pri"cipal tiine you decide to look'1't something
1. Over one half of the Xavier· period, Young told the News he think ''Ignore it and maybe it'll go source.
instead of using your "evil eye," try
Security force are or have been receivedatelephonecallfromTrans- away"orthat"lftherewerenotalaw
I did not mean -to ·imply th~t a an open ·one.
employees of Transcontinental continental's dispatching office requiring Universities to furnish . secretary would ~·naturally be in;. ·.
· Walter Johnson
Security and received their employ- at approximately 5:30p.m. The call . their own security, Father Mulligan capable of handling an emergency
Class ~r '77 .
ment with Xavier after they had dealt with the new man Young was would gladly leave our fair campus sitation," but rather. that such ap· proven their abilities in a security awaiting, who had just been hired by in the hands of the rapidly shrinking titudes are not normally required of
· Transcontinental and was about to Cincinnati municipal force~" . secretaries and that it is a cruel imcapacity at Xavier.
2. Of the Transcontinental · putinhisfirstnight'sworkatXavier. Really??? Where do you live, Mr. position to force a secretary to hanemployees currently serving Xavier · Officer Young stated, "I wa~ told Flynn? In what twilight zone do you dle emergency calls. Most campuses
University we have several officers that when the new man arraved I reside? 1 know personally that maintain a full-time security
commisioned by government agen- should relieve him of his weapon and several "upper echelon" ·ad- operator at a separate nu~berwho is
cies, a current member of a local _ send him back to Transcontinental ministrators have, in the past. trained to handle emergency calls,
police department, and a City of at once, because there was a Federal months, devoted considerable per- give poison control information, etc.
Cincinnati employee of over 25 warrant for his arrest." When the sonal time; ranging from evening My intention was to sugest that
years. Within our organization we new man appeared at 6 p.m., Young hours toearlymorning(4:00a.m.)to such a system would be superior to
employ the following:
confiscated the 111an's gun and did as problems connected with Xavier the present system, where Mrs.
95% High School graduates
he had been told. "Another man security and/or physical plant. This, McGraw ·and her co~workers are
25% College ·graduates
showed up to replace him, and that's of course, must be indicative of their evidently expected to perform these
·I feel compelled to respond to
10% College students
all there was to it," said Officer attitude that "$ecurity is not a vital exacting duties in addition to their Michael Vilaboy's column from the .
If a career in contr~ct security re- Young.
.
.
.
part of the Xavier community??" full schedule of secretarial work. If . March 4 issue of the News. I am
I respectfully submit that jour- And also, "to serve the Xavier cam- my description of the Dana accident deeply disturbed by the mentality
quires a personnel profile of criminal
mentality, may I remind Mr. Flynn nalists have the right to protect their pus a tenth the size ofU.C.'s, Xavier call can be read as a personal insult reflected in his comments regarding
that the brand of journalism he dis-· sources. In this case, at press time my Security gets to squander a whple to Mrs. McGraw, I apologize.
the Speakers Committee.
penses may also be of criminal principal source· had revealed thousand· bucks a year, if theylre
...:...T.F.
First, the columnist criticized the
nature; i.e. provable slander. Such himself voluntarily to the Director of luckyT' Really1?? To what nebulous
committee for, among other things,
descriptions as "former skid-rows" Security and to University Busim:ss area of logic and reason is this stateproviding a speaker for the Xavier
·
and "grade-school drop-outs" may Manager Thomas Stadtmiller- ment attributed?
community who does not even have
be eye-catching and "cute" to those after which he resigned from SecuriSir, would you mind bringing
a theory worthy of scientific conwho consider themselves above their ty of his own free will.
.
forth the student who apparently
sideration. Even more ironic was his
fellow man· in stature, but to a man
How.ever, I apologize to the men "witnessed a bad traffic accident on
assertion that William Shockley(the
pursuing an honest profession and to of Transcontinental Security and Dana Avenue and called 3636 for
speaker) is the "sole representative"
his attorney these may seem formally retract any statements Security to radio for ambulances."
excepting Jo Freeman, of what he
otherwise.
couched in language tantamount to According to your article, valuable
calls the "White view." I ask
I will set aside the accusations and character assassination. My intent time was lost while the "emergency
~eseechingly, e;xactly, what is the
insinuations in Mr. Flynn's opening was only to reflect the opinions held number operator" tried to compose
"white view?" Further, his attempts
paragraph as these are stated only as by full-time article. If my .use of herself enought to handle an
to speak for the "Xavier community
views and one is.reminded so.cleverly language was inappropriate, I can emergency." Really1?? There are
as a group" exemplifies the mock
that his "may be true." I would prefer only, once again, apologize.
three women in this office who could
I am responding to Mike adherence to principle and the
to concentrate my remarks at this
- T .F. possibly have taken such a call. I am Vilaboy's column in the March 4, adolescent righteousness for which
time on the descriptions dealing with
Mr. Stadtmiller's secretary who 1976 issue of the Xavier News. It is the Xavier NeWs itself is so well
our employees in particular.
probably would have taken such a true that I said speakers who "repre- known .
I. The F.B.I. ''wanted" the
call. Do we understand the inference . sent most of the ethnic groups that
I acknowledge and respect the
Transco employee in' a witness
,correctly that one "whose first duty, comprise this nation" will be invited columnist's position on your staff of
capacity, not as a fugitive as Mr.
afterall,istobeMr.Stadtmiller'sof- to speak at Xavier. But I didn't say Newsies, but your patronizing insenFlynn would have one believe.
fice secretary" would quite naturally' all ethnic groups. To answer your sitivity to significant social issues is
2. As for the "dregs of humanity"
be incapable of handling a~ question "where are the Chicanos? beyond belief. There does not appear
1 will Jist our current employees and
emergency situation in the normal and the Indians?" I say where is the to be any malicious intent .....,. you
their backgrounds.
manner ·of responsible, intelligent money? The Financial Board was simply cannot see anything offensive
Mr. Ronald Berwanger-currently
Students, this letter is to you. ·It is people who would assign priorities kind enough to supply the Speakers about· what you· write.
a member of the Golf'Manor, Ohio to inform you that all the incidents in · to those situations requiring im- Committee. with .half of . the reIt should now be clear to everyone
Police Department. Thoroughly Mr. Flynn'sarticleofMarch4,1976 · mediate attention - especially in- quested budget. Now if you or reading the column that unless the
trained and certified by the State of are facts and not fictions. The. volving assitance to someone in need someone else will be so kind as· to "white view"prevails, there will conOhio as a volunteer fireman and life- . Security Department at Xavi~r Un- of medical aid. Really Mr. Flynn? donate the other half I will be more tinue to be no support for "such
squad member.
iversity needs help. The very reason The incident described simply never than happy to make an all out effort events as Black Awareness Week."
Mr. John Knab- a commissioned that the article was printed was to in- occurred.
to secure dates for speaking What unmitigated arrogance! In my
Procedure for ta)'ing security calls engagements by "Marlon Brando eyes the columnist clearly voices the .
private policeman certified by the form the students and a number of
State of Ohio with over 10 years of the faculty of the inadequacies of our at 3636 involves a check to the and Rita Coolidge."
schoolboy theories about the root of
Security Department. One of the Security Office for a direct answer.lf
experience in his field.
Let me explain why the represen- the special programs' attendance
James Cunningham - holds the most vital rights on this campus is· no one is available in the office, the tative of the ·~white ·view" (quotes
problem and such simplistic
longest. tenure in serving Xavier Un- being ignored. That right is the right next question is "Do you have an his), William Shockley, an advocate
solutions always stifle potential
emergency." If so, sir, the situation is of racial superiority. Mr. Shockley . crC;!ative energies. Where there are ,
iversitv in a security capacity other to protect ourselves.
than . the current director. An
· When one o·f your rights is being handled in a manner calculated to seems to exhibit the campus "white legitimate concerns, why is ·no per- ·.
employee of the City of Cincinnati. ignored that means you are probably, take care of the immediate problem. view" very well, as exemplified last
son to . person discussion sought?
being ignored. So you must do· Xavier Secur'ity is notified by radio year by the re"emergence of the bona
for over 25 years..........
Robert Sutton - holds an something to arrest this ignora.nee. phone (up-to~date Motoria equip- fide Xavier Chapter Klu Klux Klan, Does the "Xavier communitY as a
Associates Degree in Plastics As students, you should help the ment which functions extremely during I 975's "Black Awareness group" fear any positive progressiv.~
Engineering. Certified by the State Security Department so Il)ey can well.) Calls to the Cincinnati Police Week," and again this year by the consequences which might en~ue?
of Ohio and commissioned by the -help you. A Security Depa'rHnen~. 'Department and/or Cincinnati Fire desecration of the Black Flag. Lack .. The column was the clearest inCity of Cincinnati as U,'~rivat'e poliCe problem is a problem with your per,::' Dep~rtment. are .·m.adc by the in- of support was also displayed by the dication of the kind of clandestine ·
officer.
sonal security: Please write· _to the divid ual taking the call at the 'base· 1976 Financial and Budget Boards, problem solving that destn.>yi! ihe
Any additional personnel who are newspaper and let all of us b.ecome station. This is done as a routine-by for these boards found it un- communicative fibre of our sddety
assigned to Xavier University by our aware of this problem. Perhaps' reasonable,. intelligent .personnel necessary to have a successful Black today. Once again, the da,ngorous
company are equally qualified.
speak to some Administrato_rs if you who are trained to handle such calls. Awareness Week Program. This.a·t- implications are more·;subtlctllthan
crass. .
. . '·:·h::.
1 suggest that Mr. Flynn has un- think it will do any good. But please . I repeat, the incident described never titude was painfully evident in their
.
Dale
II.~P~nn
justly accused these people of being give the problem its overdue atten- occurred.
decision to allocate less than one- .
Clau~'tlt
''iii,..
. ..
P1ge10 ·
XI~~~NIWI

Security Officer·
demands apology

sorely sub-standard as in comparison to· his quoted sources. I
therefore must at this time demand a
· printed apology and retraction to
those "men" accused as a result of
gross misinformation and blatant
generalities. I also suggest to .Mr.
Flynn that in order to truly do
beneficial service to the university
which provides his forum, he, at this
. time, reveal to the Director of
Security the names of his supposed
sources "deep within Security" so
that their dissatisfactions ean be
handled in a manner more suitable
to .those of deceit and honorable intendons.
Thank you.
Mr. Arnold Feltner

Flynn advised
to "check facts"

wa8

Vilaboy disturbs
student reader

Speaker
Chairman
criticizes cQ.Iumn

X.U. Student
applauds Flynn..
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The selling of Xavier: I.
by-Tom Flynn
Most people consider the most important
part of one's college career to be graduationthe culmination of all those years of effort,
writing, studying, etc. It's so easy not to give
prQper credit to that one definitive event in
college life-without which, the rest of the- university experience is somewhat unlikely. I
refer, of course, to matriculation.
Though it's not exactly the commonest
word in the language-if I told you I wanted to
matriculate your sister, you'd probably deck
me before you remembered that it's just a fancy
word for enrollment-regular and frequent
matriculatio~ is very healthy for a university.
Consequently .• most' universities attach considerable imp'ortarice to making sure that a
continuous supply of bright-eyed, bushytailed matriculees is maintained.

Muskies than St. Louis. Who knows'! Maybe
Xavier is no exception. Our Admissions reassignment iiS a non-priority recruiting
department has eight full-time .employees, . market.
this dark horse <'till pay off but if it fai Is, I
Why'! Even this year. there a~e twenty-four
several student employees. its own building
hope everyone involved knows exactly what
(Boylan Hall. that white house just south of Michigan Muskies, all natives of faraway
they're doing.
Bellarmine on Ledgewood), and a brand-new Detroit-exactlv the same number as come
Admissions had only one other significant
Admissions director. Rene Durand. imported from nearby r:iayton. Ohio! But two years
performance problem this year, quite possibly
ago, wbcn Admissions visited almost every
from Boston College late last spring.
just a clerical error resulting from the
This week we will pose the musical question: Catholic high school in Detroit. Xavier had
reorganization of the department. The consehow well arc all these people maintaining and forty-two students from Michigan.
quences of this mere accident dramati7.e just
servicing that all-important flow of
Despite the distance involved, Detroit
how importllnt Admissions can be.
matriculators?
students are obviously quite willing to conThe problem is simple-quite a- few out-ofMeasured in sheer quantity. Mr. Durand's sider Xavier-if only we're willing to recruit
town applicants never received any literature
progress has been almost faultless. This year's them actively.
from Admissions. Mr. Durand designed
lt:s just plain ridiculous to sacrifice the gn:at
enrollment ended a long period of attrition-several
slick new publications in addition to
today's student body is 14.06% smaller than potential of the Detroit market. Fortunately,
the
usual
student handbooks Hnd sample
that of 1973-74-and applications for the no such problems have occurred in our top
catalogs every frosh should have gotten over
Clasn1f 1980 arc flooding in at an undreamcd- thrc~ markets-Cincinnati ( 1261 students
the summer. But many--an informal poll of
Xavier). Cleveland (102). and Chicago (58).
(lf pace. For the first time in years, dorm
dorm frosh suggests as many as a fifth-of the
capacity, and not barely meeting the academic They're getting all the attention they should be
out-of-town applicants never got any
standards, will determine how many out-of- receiving. But what city has replaced Detroit
literature.
in its "primary-market" status under Durand's
towncrs are accepted.
If this sounds trivial. remember that Xavier is
But, as can be expected any time a function system'! It's not fourth-place Indianapolis (26
one of very few Catholic universities in the
as .large as Admissions changes directors, students: Durand also questioned this city's
· there have been a few -performance flaws. value as a market before Senate)-and, well, country still requiring a 27-hour philosophytheology core-and remember that a
Some are almost certainly mere clerical errors we know about fifth-place Detroit.
freshman who couldn't visit the campus and
Rene Durand's fourth "primary market,"
resulting from the changeover, while a few
didn't get a catlog· wouldn't know this until
seem to be direct results of policies instituted according to his statements before Student
after he or she arrive in September.
Senate, is St. Louis, Missouri-which, with
by Mr. Durand. For example:
One wing of Brockman contained four vicEnrollment from all five of Xavier's t_op five
three students currently at Xavier, ties for
enrolling states has declined since 1973-74.
twenty-sixth place among- cities with such tims of this surprised when I polled the dorms.
Durand's programs seem to be reversing that
hotbeds of Xavier attendance as Buffalo, New Two of them are applying to Loyola; all of
trend in every state but one-Michigan, which
York ... Atlanta, Georgia .... Huntington, . them are moving on. "I was never told I'd wind
up with a minor in philosophy and theology.
suffered the largest drop of any top-five state:
West Virginia ... Chicopee, Massachusetts ...
42.96%
'
and the entire republic of Panama. Incidental- I'm not coming back next year, ifthat'sany inMichigan's accelerating decline is partly due
ly, St. Louis only scored that high because our dication of the way I feel," said another.
A bad experience with Admissions can
to a decision which Mr; Durand defended with
survey counted two students living fifty miles
color
a student's· whole college career. I'll go
some pride when the matter surfaced at
from St. Louis as within the metro area.
February 17's Student Senate meeting: the
Mr. Durand apparently believes St. Louis into this in greater depth next week, along
decision to give up inteAsive recruiting in has the potential to become a major new with questions like Wh.v New Jersey?and How
Wide is My Ultra?
Michigan for the Class of 1979 and, market for M uskies-important enough to
presumably, thereafter. Mr. Durand told justify favoring it at the expense of In·Thanks to _to Ray lebowski for compiling
Senate that a number of factors, especially its dianapolis,· Detroit, and twenty-odd other
all the facts on past enrollment used in this ardistance from Xavier, led .to Michigan's cities that have always produced more
ticle.
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---Presidential.lections straw poll...
' ~'

1976 is a very special year for Jackson, Sargent Shriver, Jimmy
Americans._ Not only is the year Carter, Rep. Morris Udall, and Sen.
marked off as the "Bicentennial Hubert Humphrey, to name only
Year" and has the added attraction few.
of being a leap year. It is also the year
A poll was conducted recently on
when the people of the United States Xavier's campus to find out who the
must go through the task of selecting choices in the student body would be
"'t"
. for the national Presidential elec. t
tions. Each person interviewed was
asked to select his/ her choice among
the candidates in both the
Republican and Democratic parties.
The responses. received were
I1
varied, but one general trend which

a

.

care." John Prose, though expressing interest in the outcome of
the elections, demonstrated the con:-

thinking about it."
Few students were willing to commit themselves even in the less coilfus'ing Republican party. Bob Lynch
commented, "Anybody. I really
· don't care."Tom Dowd, when asked
to pick his candidate in ·the
Republican party,- stated "Reagan.
Ford, same difference." Of the thirty
students interviewed, only fifteen

"Reagan would win !(they start
shooting Death Valley Day
reruns."

"I don't know anybody. ('m real-

ly undecided."

-

emerged was an unfamiliarity' with
who the candidates were. Responses ·
like, "What are the choices'?,"
Mike See
"Who's running?," and "What's that
guy's name'r' were frequent.
fusion which seems to be common
Many students were unwilling to with this year's elections. "I'm really
commit themselves or express an undecided- I'm following it closely
opinion. Joe Koterski refused com- though." Beth Muenks told the inJohn Prose
ment saying, "I have a lot of reading terviewer, "Right now I don't have
a President.
to do before I make
decision." any choiCes - I haven't done any
This election year has·. given
~ericans a long list of candidates
.
~ I I I
to choose from, especially in the
I I
Democratic Party. The candidates
'II
-have already 'launched their campaigns, :.tnd right now are traveling
the long campaign trail in the hopes
- that they will win the support of

a

were willing to comment on the
Republican candidates, and the vote
was equally divided between Reagan
and·Ford·.
·
. Those who have definite choices
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"I have a lo_t of reading to do
before I make a decision."

.

-----~---------,--,

gave many various and different
reasons. Nick Sowar explained, "I
would have to say Hubert
Humphrey because he seems like the
most intelligent candidate." Sargent

f~?~:

Joe Koterski
exasperated. in the Republican Party, Diamond was more definite.
however. 'Tm pretty sick of Ford.
I'd have to say Reagan. He has more
of a laissez-faire attitude towards
husincs. Mike Sec stated, "Basicall\
the Republican would have to
Ford. but Reagan would win if th~:y

be

•' Reagan.

"Hubert Hu"Jphrey .veems like.
the most intelligent candidate."
'Americans. Primary elections have
already been held in several states,
including New Hampshire, Ver. .mont, .and Massachusetts.
,
Thcgspotlight will be focused on
the cpntest between Gerald Ford and
Nick Sowar
Ronald Reagan in the Republican
Party. The. Democratic Party is
"irowded with contenders. Among Another student stated. "I don't
the candidate~ are Sen. Scoop know anybody _ 1 really don•t

don't go along with a lot of the conservatives - their opinions are so
conservative, they almost get
ridiculous."
"I can't read all these Democrats
- I don't have time," .lack Diamond

Ford,

saml.'

d(fference. "

I
Tom Dowd ·
"Anybody. I really don't care."

Shriver was Tom Dowd's choice
because "I like the way he talked. I

start shooting Death Valley Day
reruns."
One person's Jeply summed it up
rather well, "I don't think anybody is
going to make it." The vote can go
anyway. It's really too early to tell
but it's all .in the Spirit of '76.

..
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IHH \KFN. fi.tra radio~.·heck. N:uhher l>ul.'k.
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I ff( )Sf= inh.'ft.'!lh.·J: rhc- tnt a I rlumher uJ' beers
lltr. Nic.:h.

. ,,,,h,, .II

\1 \K': :\c'l time dun't ICit\t.'
II
II

Ml

!'unn. Kkh.

\\ h~ n1H rr~ lm anntht.'r '" 1\ hts~es in a row. I ditt
I< fl.

'\\I 1~1 ------------------~
·\ ,. yuur rl'4llt:\h! l"hur~da~~. ti:J0-2 a.m. Wich
\Inn~ Shunmn. Kc,in "Hi~ Hud" Wulfr. and ..Sf'a'-·f·
1\·~~-\t,trgan. f.i~tcn in tn FM '11.7.

The B•k ,.... os a lree claaailoed section
a•a•llble IOaludents.IKutty, 1nd 11111 olll1v1er
Un•ver11ly. Adnhoultl note•ceed IWenlywords
anti mualbnubm~led •nwrihng allheUn•versity Center Inform at• on Desk c/o T111 • • - P11•
no later thin the Sunday precet11ng publiclt•on.
Sorry. no ltl will be repeated unless rMubm•tted.
I OOSH.-\1.1.: .2-man team tnurnarm:nt starb March

"'·--------------

IU t;IS I RATIOS l>etween March 11- IM. Fe• is 52 per
Si!!n up and infnrnlatiun ahout "·innin~s in
( ianh:~ Room.
ll'illll.

ll'K·\1 Y: SAVE a dance for me. Bobhy Joe.
ll'HOHHY JOE: Savo a dance for me. Flica.
c I'SIIEILA:

SAVE a dance for us: J.C .. S.A .. Sc.T ..
IUC .I.S .. R.S .. B.J.. S.H .. F.B .. D.M .. AND
Olllf.RS

\t, lll'l:: :\l"ll'r munth:-; uf lhtnretical and c~rcrimrn~
t.\11\'''-'an:h thl' ccntl'r ul'thc uni\trse ha!' ham found to
~~~· '''11h.'\\ ht'rt' in Alumni Hall.

~1_1_ ~tsfY: Happ) St. l'atrick's l>a)".

l.uve. Kittens.

Petitions
from page 1

Shaffery is looking for students to
help him with the running of elections. Contact him at 745-3779 in
25M Husman for further details any
time concerning candidacy or offerin,g help.
This is an opportunity for all
Xavier students to become personally involved· in their Student Government in many different capacities:
We are trying to publicize elections
early this year for inore active par.ticipation from commuters and dormies. Feel free to drop by Student
Government office or call 745-3560
for further information.
SENATOR'S
RESPONSIBILITIES
I. Attending scheduled (and

preparation of evidence lor action
spel'ia lly scheduled) Senate
by the Senate.
Meetings and actively participating
(e) · Keeping abreast of affairs ancf
therein.
· .
activities within the Xavier Com(a) Your presence at •II meetings
of the Xavier llniversitv Student munity.
Senate. Three unexcused absences 2. Meeting regularly with assigned
Dorm wings and other specilied stuare constitutional grounds for dismissal. Inform the Vice President or dent areas. i.e. Grill forCommutel'li.
3. By the nature of the office,
Secretary for excused absences.
Senators p<)ssess the responsibility
( b)The obtainment of all information contained within .the Senator's for· active and direct involvement in
Student Government activities of
Mailbox.
immediate interest to them. In the
(c) Being prepared to deal with
•II items detailed on the agenda and past. ~ther projects have come up
. any other issue which may confront . usually in AD HOC Committees .
that also need .cooperation from
the Senate.·
(d) Perform a clear and precise -Senators to.completc the task. This
investigation of any and all issues entails a willingness to implement
. that may· be presented to the Senator and direct extraordinary activities
by his/her peers and the complete ~here a need is perceived.

tJte· etesant

any student interested in running for
office. Students who are presently in
leadership positions will be available
to answer questions and offer advice
to "hopefuls.'~ This meeting will be
held in the OK I Room on the ground
floorofthe VniversityCenterat 1:30
p.m. If you are in the least bit interested. please come to this meeting.
Candidates will need workers and
supporters to get their campaign off
to a good start.
Three debates will be held the
week of elections. Mondav ana
Wednesday nigh~ ..March 22 ~nd 24.
the Elections Chainnan· will ask the
candidate of each ticket for Presi·
dent and Vice-President two or three
questions and then open up the
questioning to the audience. Thursday afternoon, March 23, all the candidates will be asked to give a fiveminute presentation and should be
available to answer questions for
students. Watch for times and places
for these debates.
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5 minutes from Campus • Now Available

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOMS, AIR CONDITIONED, FURNISHED APARTMENTS AND SUITES
WITH KITCHENS, FREE PARKING, SWIMMING POOL

Call 281-3300, Miss Davitt, to see our beautiful facilities at special rates for

FACULTY, STAFF AND.STUDENTS
Monthly rates, no security deposit.

Ill ISH PERSONS: Unite in a show ofstrtngth in Tug0-\\';rr atraimt rhe Hcnnies. Friday at 2:30. Contact
~rian McCarty or Ke\·in Maloney.
IllY

ROWDY: You l>een getting
in Clevehurg'!

more

than

~lii!Hhhakcs

IH)\1\UUE: Where were ynu when the sun came up'!
\I.C.F.
ll FS II >E !liCE HALl. stalf applications are no"· being

ou:(.'fPtcd. If interested in a Senior Redden I position.
h.·;t\c: your name at the lnfonnation Desk in the Univer'it~ Ct.•nter. or Contact Barb Howard. Steve Hayes. or
.\luni Keepn.

·

lli'AR R.I..: !appreciated the Christmas greeting. but
"hy the nesative attitude'! Marco.
III'.'<IC DAD: I promise never to drivo a car illeplly
l.ovo. Emily Caldwell.

a~ain.

Ill' Y McM USKIES: You're all invited to a gretn-beer
and Irish Coffee Wake at McCarthy's Pub on St.
Patrick's Day. Wtdnesday. March 17. Promisestobea
~larney

good time.

·

Ill "I' TOT HE ovorwhelming responsoto Fr•• Univer,11~ ·,

Mixology Coune. we have moved to the basc:Be Prompt.

~ncnt of Pied Pipor. Fridays 3:30-5:30.

ill~ RF. IS truth. falsity. and somethingdepondent on
n~.:ithcr. which makes life less miscro~ble. This we call

RING
DAY

hard cash. Adam Smith.
111'.-\R YE. Hear ye. John Gohman is alive and well
and living in 3S3 Husman Hall.
1>1'.-\R RICK R: This is a challenge to k<ep your
~1111111h shut for one week. A Friend.
.
I'll IF.: Which has more effoct on everyday otudent
rules tit jacm or dt" ;ure'! R.L.-

\~1.':

t" ·\.'I;OE FOR SA I.E: 17' STD Keel Grumman. STD
11ci~hc.
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RESEARCH
FREE CATALOG!
Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:
~ Research Papers
• Essays
• Case Studies
• Speeches
• Book Reviews
WE ALSO 00 CUSTOM WRITING

Your ArtCarved·
ring is an original design for
your school. You can have it in yellow
or white gold. or in Siladium.
And since your ring is custom-made just for
you, you can personalize it with your class year,
major, degree, sorority or fraternity lett~rs and your
initials.
A college ring is one campus tradition you can. take
with you when you leave. So it's reassuring to know ~
that your ArrCarved ring is made by a fine jewelry
company. And, like famous ArtCarved diamond '
and wedding rings, it's made towearfor a lifetime.

f

ArtCarved College Rings are here
now.
Read one today.

March
17th

and
18th
That's when the ArtCarved
representative will be hPre
to help you select your
custom-made college ring.
lt's·also the day you can
charge your ArtCarved ring
on Master Charge or
BankAmericard.
·
Any day's the day to save
on a gold ArtCarved ring:
$10 if you pay in full, $.5 if
you pay a standard deposit.

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg. u1602
Chicago. Illinois 60610

312-337-2704

CHEMISTRY Majors • Pre-Meds.
Financial ·assistance, 14.000 plus
all tuition as Graduate Associate, Is
available for study toward MS and
Ph.D. . degrees In all areas of
chemistry. Write Graduate Chairman. Dept. of Chemistry, Ohio UnIversity, Athans. Ohio 45701

XAVIER ·BOOK STORE
- YN.IVERSITY CENTE-R

College rings by

JIRTQlRVED
World-famous for
diamond and wedding rings ·
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